VALLEY OF THE SUN
COMMUNIQUE’ NO. 3
PHEONIX, AZ USA – 15-17 Feb 2013
1. Rider #955, Thomas Jessop, Major Motion, Warned for inappropriate behavior. Penalized
30 seconds for Drafting in the TT.
2. All Juniors, regardless of category will rollout after the race if their color dot is selected at
the line. Prior to the race, racers must show the rollout official the colored dot placed on
their rear wheel spokes. If the dot is missing or you’ve changed wheels you must rollout
before the race.
3. The Criterium start time for the Men Cat 5 race will be 0745. The remainder of the
schedule remains unchanged.
4. Racers have until the beginning of their race to protest the Road Race results. Those would
be directed to the Chief Judge.
5. Issues with penalties should be directed to the Chief Referee. Any rider listed below who
would prefer a $20 fine instead of the time penalty should see me prior to their race.
6. Hair obscuring numbers is an issue and is a not gender specific.
7. Seven riders failed to sign-in to the RR and are penalized 20 seconds on GC: #30, 325, 345,
400, 427, 514, and 959.
8. Riders 242, 762 and 969 are penalized 20 seconds on GC for littering.
9. Rider 983 is penalized 30 seconds on GC for not rolling out before or after the Road Race
stage. Failure to roll before the criterium will be a disqualification.
10. Riders 1, 3, 12, 17, 23, 28, 50, 53, 68, and 563 are warned for staying over the centerline an
excessive amount of time. No advantage was gained.
11. Wheels for the Pro/1 field were wheels in/wheels out; not neutral. Two riders were not
serviced because neither they nor the team had wheels in the support van.
Donald M Russell
Chief Referee
16 Feb 2013
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